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Rhino, Its very clear that we all afraid of a rhino when we see them they 
looking at us. But think about that effieciency in your field against to any 
material.

When we designing this series we copied the senario at the above.

Mulchers are have thick and solid chasis to stand strong to any hard 
material are inspired from our big creatures skin. 

The speed of machine are inspired from our big creatures speed during its 
movements to its prey. 

Specially designed unbreakable chopper blades are inspired from our big 
creatures horns.

These proccess are very though to reach these abilities wich all contains at 
our inspiring creature. But its worth to all of these proccess when we gain our 
clients trust.  

Özbudak Machinery manufactures all gearboxes, chopping blades etc. 
most important components are manufactured 100% in our own facilities. 
Rest of the machine’s components 98% are produced in our facilities also.
Ozbudak Machinery proves it with the certificiates wich provided by 
government’s authorized instutions. 
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RHN-G2100 GRASS MULCHER 2100

Ozbudak Grass Mulchers are very usefull when 
you want to remove the unwanted any type of 
plants from your field.

According to your requests Ozbudak Grass 
Mulcher blades can modified 3 different modes. 
Its usually up to wich materials you want to chop 
(potatos grass, onion waste, maize waste, cotton 
waste like so many of them) 

Also there is always a proper machine for you with 
different working width.  Also tyre model and 
crusher cylinder models are available up to your 
chocie.

Specially designed mechanism of Ozbudak Grass 
Mulchers chopping height can adjusted easily 
without any spanner. 

The 2000turns/per minute chopper blades provides 
you homogeneous chopping&blowing power. 
Every one of chopping blades has been trough to 
4 process before its latest form. These process gives 
you strong and solid unbreakable blades. 

Like the all other OZBUDAK products, we produce 
the hundred percent of Ozbudak Flail Mulcher’s 
gearbox units and other components in our 
facilities. As a matter of fact, the ability of our 
machine to operate with minimum power 
requirements is reflected in the fuel and time, it 
operates with minimum fuel consumption and it is 
an another plus to our customers.
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RHN-G2100 GRASS MULCHER 3000

Ozbudak Grass Mulchers are very usefull when 
you want to remove the unwanted any type of 
plants from your field.

According to your requests Ozbudak Grass 
Mulcher blades can modified 3 different modes. 
Its usually up to wich materials you want to chop 
(potatos grass, onion waste, maize waste, cotton 
waste like so many of them) 

Also there is always a proper machine for you with 
different working width.  Also tyre model and 
crusher cylinder models are available up to your 
chocie.

Specially designed mechanism of Ozbudak Grass 
Mulchers chopping height can adjusted easily 
without any spanner. 

The 2000turns/per minute chopper blades provides 
you homogeneous chopping&blowing power. 
Every one of chopping blades has been trough to 
4 process before its latest form. These process gives 
you strong and solid unbreakable blades. 

Like the all other OZBUDAK products, we produce 
the hundred percent of Ozbudak Flail Mulcher’s 
gearbox units and other components in our 
facilities. As a matter of fact, the ability of our 
machine to operate with minimum power 
requirements is reflected in the fuel and time, it 
operates with minimum fuel consumption and it is 
an another plus to our customers.



MODEL BRİM RHN-G2100 RHN-G3000

LENGTH MM 1250 1260

HEIGHT MM 1150 1150

WIDTH MM 2320 2320

WORKING WIDTH MM 2100 3000

WEIGHT KGS 490 560

CHOPPER KNIVES PCS 28 56

POWER REQUIRE-
MENT HP 45 60

PTO RPM 540 540

TYRE PCS/SIZE - 2PCS*1750*70*R13
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